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EDUCATION REPORT 
 

Type of Education No of Children 
 

 
ECE 6 

 Mounika, jyithi can identify English alphabets and can recite rhymes 

 Nikhitha girl can recite Telugu poems but cannot identify letters. 

 Gayathri, Radhika can draw well and able to draw small diagrams. 
 

Bridge course (RSTC) 37 

 Viveka, Priya cannot able to read Telugu as they belong to Maharastra. They speak Hindi. 

 Pooja -3 have a good grasping power and can prepare and perform a skit given a story line. 

 Vijaya, Shabana have good drawing skills. They also can identify the letters. 

 Ashwini, Sukamari can recite English rhymes. They show good interest in stories. 
 

Government High school 15 

 Preethi s can read and write English. They also perform well in remaining subjects. 

 Rita, Sirisha and Bhavana- always perform well stood first in their respective classes. 
These children are weak in Maths and English subjects though they perform well in other subjects. 
 

Primary school 33 

 Kaveri, and Tulasi have the knowledge of alphabetises. They can recite English rhymes with action. 
They also maintain their books neat. 

 Kaveri -2, Sowjanaya show good grasping capacity but are weak in Maths and English. He team 
members are taking special care towards improvement. 

 Gayathri, Sravani are weak in studies and are improving slowly. 
 

Govt. Residential Schools 6 

 Girls show good knowledge in all subjects. 
 

Convents/ Private schools 0 

  
Special school/open school 3 

 Gayathri, Swarupa and Nagajyothi - are attending the school since past 2 months. 

 Swarupa afraid of attempting to put effort to understand Maths and English. 

 Home team conducts a small test every day to understand the learning levels of these children. 

 Gayathri-II showing positive results in her studies. 
 

Vocational course 2 

 Mary and Nagarani are attending the Vocational training programs (Nurse Training). 

 Mary passed 10th class (SSC Board) after joining RBH. She undertook nurse training from Yashoda 
Hospitals, one of the renowned brands of hospitals in India. Now is undergoing her long term 
residential training at Kukatpally. 

 Nagarani have the knowledge of English. Her grasping capabilities are good. Initially she showed 
some fear to atten training. But now, she is also undergoing the nurse training. 
 

Total 102 
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PROGRAMS 
 
Street Plays 

 

 
 

 

 

Sannihita conceptualized different street plays in five places in Secunderabad, Shenoy Nursing 
home, Addagutta, Hanumanpet, Gowtam nagar, and other complexes. They were aiming to  show 
the real suffering of the children who are deprived of their childhood due to different factors of 
the society. They were trained by Mr. Krishna a theatre activist.  Children started the performing  
the street play in and around the Tukaram gate to gain confidence to perform on the street.   
The play is composed with music and dance to convey parents who are homeless and other 
citizens to get motivated to allow their children to  join the deprived girls, victims in such homes to 
give opportunity to all those girls who are not  getting a chance to live a life. The play conveys the  
message that the childrens place is a school but not a workplace  and their childhood should not be  
curbed by violation of their rights., Manisha, Sirisha, Nagalaxmi, Bhavani, Sarala are the 
participants of this street play.  
 

Figure 1: Laxmi, Swathi and the children are getting out from 
the home for the street play for the promotion and 

awareness to the people 

Figure 2: Sarala and Bhavani are presenting the skit about the child rights on 
the street 

Figure 3: Sarala playing drums while other children performing during street play 
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Summer Camp &Exhibition

Figure 4: Savitha and Pooja sri are explaining about the candle 

making 

Figure 5:Ms. Usha rani is discussing with the network partners 
about exhibition. K. Anuradha The coordinator, Nagaraju, Kabir  

also can be seen.  

Figure 6: Children including Navya, Renuka, Malliswari, Jayasri 
watching presentation during exhibition 

Figure 7: Ramya, Lavanya, Rita, Shriya, Supriya, Swathi, Sravani, Komal, 
Preethi and others performing dance 

A Summer camp was organised for the children of our home by teaching them different skills of arts, 
craft, music and dance. Children learned not only the craft items but also basic operation of computer. 
There was a special calss for English and Hindi subjects in this camp. The subject learning also was part 
of the camp as the teachers generally have no time to concentrate to teach these subjects with focus.  
 
Children were proactive in learning craft designs viz., preparing plastic baskets, woollen flowers, 
paper crafts and candle making. These preparations attracted a great response from various sections 
when they were exhibited during the last two days of the summer camp. Friends from the Balyamitra 
Network, Partnership, Govt. Officials and the local well –wishers, especially the guardians also 
thoroughly enjoyed the display. The cross cutting of the multiple talents of these children can be 
withdrawn only if they are exposed and provided with opportunities with less limitations and more 
flexibility. 
The exhibition showcased the talents of our children. Various designs of plastic baskets, different 
kinds of flowers prepared with wool and paper, decorative candles etc. were put for the exhibition 
and these items are exclusively prepared by the home children during their summer training. The 
children themselves involved in explaining the designed crafts to the visitors of the exhibition and it 
elevated their spirits to a great extent. 
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On the final day of the 
exhibition, our children 
considered and were 
convinced that the dance 
they do is not for the 
entertainment of 
audience but they 
deserve to watch the 
skills that are brought out 
from their own selves.   
The children performed 
dances, sung songs that 
have an inspirational 
quality.   

 

All the guests 
thoroughly enjoyed 

these performances and 
praised the children. 

They congratulated the 
Sannihita tam for 

making the summer 
camp and exhibition a 
memorable moment 
which gave them a 
pleasant summer 

evening  
 

Figure 10: Ms. Usha Rani and other members of Sannihita team listening to School principal 
Nirmala as she was addressing the children during summer camp valedictory meeting 

Figure 9: Sarala is playing drum to the song ‘pillallam’ which was composed and sung by Kabir 
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Craft Class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Children are practicing the basket making with the craft 
teacher Vijaya. 

Figure 12: Anitha is measuring the wire to make the basket. 

Figure 13: Vijaya teacher is explaining the children about the pot making with the paper. 

As part of the Residential Special Training Program during summer, 2012, Sannihita 
management and home team provided training for the children in preparation of different 
items (crafts). These include different models of baskets using plastic wires, preparing 
decorative items like flowers and vases with wool, paper flowers and candle making. All the 
children were involved and trained from expert craft teachers. The items prepared by the 
children during this program were exhibited at the exhibition conducted by Sannihita 
Rainbow homes. 
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Interns from ICFAI University 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Jyothi is learning to write the alphabets neatly with 
the help of Arpita. 

Figure 15: Aparna is showing Kavya how to write the words in 
order. 

Figure 16: Sanghamitra is educating the children about the basics of computers 

ICFAI students as part of their summer internship program at Sannihita mingled well with the children and the 
home team. These students, apart from understanding the issues of victimised girls and various aspects of 
the management of Sannihita RBH. They were involved actively provided training to the children in English, 
Hindi, Dance and Computers. The students grouped themselves and provided classes for the home children as 
per their strengths and knowledge. All the home children cooperated well and learnt many things from these 
interns. 
These students also provided valuable inputs and guidance to the home team members for better 
management of home through their observations during the internship. Home team members as well as the 
children were very much happy to have these students at home. 

Figure 17: Mounika is solving the problem in maths 
with help from Manas 
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Diwali Rally 

 

 

A rally was organised by Sannihita Team to demonstrate the evil effects of crackers on the people and the 
nature. A permission to organise the rally was taken from the local police station and got approved. 
Children from other Sannihita Rainbow homes were invited to participate. The message is conveyed 
through placards, slogans, songs and street play. 
 
The placards were prepared by the home children. They displayed the slogans about the negative effects 
the crackers are creating on the society. The cracker industry is employing a large number of child labours. 
It is very dangerous for the children to work in such a harmful and unsecured environment.  Also, unsafe 
use of crackers is leading to many accidents especially for children. Crackers generate large noises and thus 
create much noise pollution often causing damage to hearing. The chemicals used in crackers are 
generating huge number of harmful effects to the atmosphere. All these point s were addressed in the rally 
and children wished all the members of the society to enjoy a safe, bright and pollution-free Diwali. 
 
The area Sub-Inspector of Police, Mr.Venkatesh, while addressing the rally, expressed concern over child 
labour and explained that the government is providing many provisions to safe guard the rights of children 
and it is every right for the child to have the right to education. He also praised the Director of Sannihita 
Ms.Usharani for her initiatives to social issues and commitment towards bringing change in the society. 
 
 
 Children Opinions 

Priya: This is the first time I am participating in a rally and now I know what a rally is like. 
Nagamani: I learnt the evil effects of crackers during Diwali on environment through this rally.  
Kaveri: I participated in a play performed on the road and audience received the message well. 
Tulasi: I felt happy that many people passing-by have paid attention for our rally. Also the police and media helped us 
to promote our message by being with us throughout this period. 

Figure 18: Bhargavi, Laxmi, Nagamani during Rally  Figure 19: Home girls Rita and Sony with other children during rally 

Figure 20: Swathi, Priya and Mary airing slogans during rally 
Figure 21: Home mother vijaya with Kaveri, Laxmi at rally 
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CELEBRATIONS 

 

Celebrating the Rakhi Festival 
Date: 02.08.2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Krishnastami 
Date: 10.08.2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The children felt very excited for this festival as it is the symbol of treasured relationship in between 
the sisters and brothers.  Children with the help of Kalavathi teacher and team members prepared 
the colourful and different Rakhis, kundans and buds which are very attractive. Later Donor 
Mr.Vipilav, his brother and mother visited the home and the children tied the rakhis to them. They 
distributed biscuits and chocolates to the children. 

Opinions of the children 
Chandrakala: I felt very happy by tying Rakihs as I never got any feeling that I have 
missed the Rakhis festival without my brother. 
Bhavana:  I have being celebrating this festival alone before, but  now I can enjoy 
which makes me happy. I am feeling very happy. 

The festival of Krishnaastami was celebrated very enthusiastically in the home with the children 
participating with joy – Rabiya was dressed like Lord Krishna with the flute in hand, peacock quill 
on head and beautiful pearls around the neck. Divya as Radha with a good looking in a half saree 
and Swathi ,Shilpa, Nagalakshmi, Laxmi, Malan, Sraya, Vijaya as gopikas carrying designed pots 
with butter flowing in it (which is very favourite food item to Krishna)on their heads. They felt 
that they are really dancing with Krishna at Brindavan.  
 
The children were completely involved in the programme and enjoyed themselves by doing the 
act. After that they performed some cultural programme like singing, dancing, saying jokes.The 
children were praised by the team for their participation and nice presentation. The home team 
appreciated all the children and distributed gulabjamun to them. 
 

Children’s Views 
Rabiya– She act the role of Krishna felt that as she is completely 
become Krishna and everyone are being attached to her. 
Divya – I really felt that I am the beautiful lady among the gopikas and 
heroine of the play. 
Gopikas: They felt that the Krishna should be with them all the time. 
 

Team Views 
The team was very much involved with the children and they also felt that they felt the situation 
of the scenario of Lord Krishna and Gopika in the epics. They thought that this time they arrange 
some garden atmosphere which can looks like really as a Brindavan. 
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Independence day 
15.08.2012 

 

The 66th Independence Day is celebrated in Sannihita home with participation from all the home 
children, home team, school Head master, teachers and school children. Activities performed by the 
children included few cultural programs related to the day, some patriotic songs, dramas and dances. 
The school principal gave the prizes to the children who have won the games and sports which were 
conducted by the school. She addressed the children about their talents, skills and educational 
capacities and about home children and how the day scholars should improve them by sharing the 
habits with our children. 
 
Later the area (SI) Sub Inspector and Donor Rani distributed chocolates and wafer packets to the 
children.CSE group of company staff gave new slippers to the children. 
 
The staff appreciated the children after listening and watching their programs. They expected them to 
continue the same aspect and skills so that they can shine in their life not only with their studies but 
also performing such skills. 
 
 

Figure 22: Children are performing the dance programme in the school for the song ‘Desam Manade’  Figure 23: Sridevi is pinning the flag to Navya 

Figure 24: Ms. Nirmala, Primary school H.M. explaining about the great leaders  Figure 25:  Divya is receiving new slippers from the 
donor on the Independence Day 
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Ramzan 

Date: 19.08.2012 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Teacher’s day  
Date: 05.09.2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The children celebrated Ramzaan with great joy by praying to 
Allah, that they should succeed in their life and children like 
them also get the chance to be in this Rainbow Home. 
 
Allivelu performed as a fortune teller and all the children went to 
her to know their future.She discussed about their problems and 
explained them how to solve it (it is a fun performance)like 
ramya is not interested to read science subject then the fortune 
teller told her to change the teacher. 
 
Ramya  in her expressions said that here we are celebrating all 
religious festivals but if we are at house we may celebrate the 
related religious festival. 
 

Home children, school teachers and home team involved on 
this day. The children Shilpa, Nagalakshmi, Pavithra, kaveri, 
Mounika, Vijaya, Priya, Rabiya, Kavya, Margret, Teresa, Swathi 
pretended as teachers and Sony as ayah. They were dressed in 
the sarees and taught the lessons to other children. The Area 
Bank Manager was the Chief Guest and he addressed the 
children about the importance of Education and what role 
education plays in one’s life. The children were awarded for 
their participation and they really thought how the education 
help us and we get honoured in our life. 

Children’s View:  
Pavithra: This is the wonderful experience that I performed as   teacher but I was afraid while entering into 
the class room. 
Mounika: I came to know how the teacher tries to educate all the children in the limited time and to 
control them. 
Priya:  I learnt the way how the teacher should explain the lessons with special attention and patiently 
Rabiya:  By this performance I learnt a lesson how to behave with our teachers and children giving respect 
to each other. 
 

Figure 26: Alivelu is praying Namaz to the god 
Figure 27: Alivelu is reading the kalmas 

Figure 28: Children are performing a drama 
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Children Birthdays 

Celebrations for the children whose birthdays are between months of May and October were organised.  
In STG the birthdays of girls will be celebrated 17th of the month. On some occasions, their parents do join 
them, otherwise children cut cake and special dish is served to all the children on this day. Some children 
who do not have parents/guardians don’t know their birthdays. For these children, the date of their 
joining at home will be treated as one and celebrated accordingly. 
 
On the occasion, celebrating children are wished and greeted by the other children, with small presents, 
like self-made greeting cards, sweets, cake and new dresses too. The team try to make the home as much 
colourful as they can for these children on that day. They try to make happy moments for the children and 
make them feel special. The children’s close friends make them feel happy. They play together. Other 
children also acknowledge that these girls are celebrating birthday so they should be conscious on that 
day. They try not to hurt them, or fight with them, serving food, helping them to get dressed, offering 
their own things to them etc., 
 
In the evening, the celebration happened in the ground floor, cake cutting, singing, dancing, happened 
with lots of cheerfulness. All the team members Sowjanya, Kalavathi, Babitha, Lavanya, Rama Rani and 
others joined them.  
 

Birthday 
children  
Kaveri 2 
Keertana 
Sravani 

Nikhita 2 
Anitha 
Srivani 

Mounika 
Sowjanya 
Lavanya 
Kaveri 

Swaroopa 
Sailaja 

Children’s views 
Keerthana:  I was thrilled that 
this is the first time I had cut the 
cake in my life. I felt very happy. 
Srivani: it is the most important 
day in my life as I celebrated my 
birthday in between all the 
children. I will never forget this 
day. 
Sirisha: All of us felt very happy 
when we all cut the cake at once. 
Anitha:  I felt very proud when I 
cut the cakewith our Madam 
Usharani and the team members 

 

Figure 29: Kaveri Malleshwari Kanchana Nikitha sravai are 
celebrating their birthday. 

Figure 30: The Children decorated the Board with 
colourful balloons. 

Figure 31: Children are ready to cut the cake on the occasion of their birthdays 
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Dasshera Festival Celebration 

 

 
The home team and the children got ready early in the morning dressed up with new clothes 
and decorated rooms and premises with colourful rangoli. The children prayed to goddessto 
bestow her blessings on them. Later, they prepared the traditional Bathukamma(Different 
coloured flowers arranged in an order) which represent the goddess herself, in a plate and 
offered jaggery as prasadam. 
 
In the evening all the children played bathukama (it is a type of traditional dance in which the 
girls moves in a circle around the flower-bouquet arrangement called bathukamma and 
rhythmically clapping the hands and singing.) 
 
Everyone enjoyed the evening with these activities. Later, this bathukammais merged in water. 
Everyone greeted each other by offering jammi (kind of leaves) and wishing happy dusheera. 

Figure 35: Chandrakala, Komal and Alivelu decorating Bathukamma  
Figure 34: Rita holding Bathukamma while Teresa 

standing behind her 

Figure 32: Home mother helping home girls Vijaya, 
Sarala, Kanchana and Teresa during thier preparation 

Figure 33: Ramarani, Komal, Pavithra, Lavanya, Manisha and other girls 
playing Bathukamma duing Dasara 
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OUTINGS 
Music Program in Shilpakalavedika 

AP TOURISM organised and celebrated One World Fusion Extravaganza as a part of World MUSIC DAY 
celebrations on Thursday 21st June, 2012 at Shilpa Kala Vedika from 6.30pm - 10 pm. Children from Sannihita 
homes were invited and they gladly accepted and attended the program.  
 
This One World Fusion Extravaganza features Canadian and Soprano Saxophonist JoathanKay,Canadian and 
Alto Saxophonist Andrew Kay,Internationally acclaimed Flautist & Fusion artist Pandit. RonuMajumdar, 
Rhythm King ( Tabla& Percussion) PanditBickramGhosh,Electronic Veena and Fusion Artist Rajhesh Vaidhya, 
Drummer & Mridangam Player Arun Kumar, Keyboard & Synthesizer Player cum  Composer PulakSarkar and 
Bollywood Playback Singer SoumyaRaoh. The combination of these artists represent various genres such as 
Western Jazz, Western Rhythm, Hindustani & Carnatic music and even Bollywood Vocals to bring an element 
of novelty.  
 
It was one of the most cherished memories for the children as well as the team to watch world renowned 
musicians performing live for them. They were spell bound throughout the program and enjoyed the beauty 
of Music in that beautiful place of the city. 

Figure 36: World renowned artists performed on this stage 
Figure 37: Kaveri, Divya, Tulasi, Bhavana, Lavanya, Anitha, Shilpa, 

Keerthana and Ramya at the venue 

Figure 38: Children at the auditorium listening to the music Figure 39: Ms.Usharani with children who are enjoying snacks at venue 
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Nehru Zoological park 

 
The children and the home team started from the home in the bus at 10 am to the zoo park.  Children were 
very happy going to this place.They all played the game Anthyakshariduring the journey.As they entered the 
park, they firstsaw a tortoise which is very big. Then there were the monkeys of different types and 
chimpanzee,which was breaking the sticks from the tree and throwing down towards the children.  
 
Then they went to the birds section where they found 
different kinds and colourful birds which are really nice. 
Different kinds of peacocks, one is in white colour and 
another one is little short and with black and green 
color shades. It was really wonderful with colours and 
its dance attracting everyone. The children wanted to 
collect its feathers.From there they move on to the 
other place and saw awhite tiger, a special attraction in 
this zoo. It was amazing to see when it roars loudly 
from far a distance.The big Elephant was riding little 
children on it. 
 
The children had their lunch with the special items prepared and brought from home sitting under the trees 
and enjoying the nature. They took rest for half an hour and again started to watch the animals.The giant 
Rhinoceros was very strong and heavy roaming in a circular motion. The snake section was very frightening to 
watch with different kinds of snakes for display. The children now and then started shouting in horror even 
though they are in the glasses fixed. From there, they went to the open land with full of grass and started 
playing some games and dancing till 5pm.They return to the bus and came back to home at 7.30pm.  
Childrens views: 
Reshma:  I saw the animals and birds pictures in the books but not directly this day I saw them in live. 
Kaveri: Before I saw only few animals and not tiger now I saw more animals this time  
Jyothi: I was very afraid when I saw the chimpanzeedirectly. 
Bhavana: I never went to the zoo park till now.When friends talk about the zoo park I feel like going and 
watching the animals and today it happened. 
 

Visit to  Khairtabad Ganesh 
 
The team members Sowjanya ,Srilatha, Nagaraju  and 15 children went to Khairtabad  by train. The Idol of 
Ganesh is 59 feet and it is the most important and huge Idol in Hyderabad. Children were excited just staring 
at the statue as how big it is and discussing about the Ganesh with the home 
team. 
 
Later sowjanya took the children to the Prasad Multiplex where the children 
watched all the shopping malls and at the huge mirrors at the theatre. Some 
people are playing the climbing tying the safety rope around waist and going 
up and coming down that entertained the children. 
 
Then they reached the Necklace Road and walked through the grasses and 
settled at one place. They all played games like Anthakshaari, Kerchief game 
etc. They had Ice creams and Pop-corns there and return back to home. 
 

Nagajyothi: I never went to Khairtabad till now I heard about it but this is the first 
time I saw and enjoyed. 
Swaroopa: I never expected that one day I will go and watch the big Idol of Ganesh 
really it is a gift to me. Thanks to our director Usha Rani madam giving us a nice 
chance to visit this place. 
Sirisha: I felt very happy going with all and enjoyed a lot. 

Figure 40: Rare animal, the white tiger, at zoo park 

Figure 41: The famous Kharatabad Genaesh 
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VISITS 
Visit by Mr.Micheal 

 

 
Mr.Micheal and Ms.Vetika from Netherlands visited Tukaram gate 
home on 29th June 2012.  Sannihita, as part of their summer camp , 
is organising a 2-day craft exhibition during the same time. So 
Ms.Usha rani invited the guests to have a glance of it. 
 
Both visitors were fascinated with the crafts done exclusively by 
the home children. Ms.Vetaika was impressed with the crafts and 
enquired the children about the ways and means of their 
preparations. The children are too glad to explain her how they 
happen to create such beautiful things under the guidance from 
their trainers and home team. Both Michal and  
Vetika praised Sannihita team for taking such an initiative program. 
The children gave small gifts to friends as a token to express their 
happiness.  

Figure 42: Sannihita Director Ms.Usha Rani inviting Mr. Michal for the summer camp exhibition 
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Later, they visited the home and checked the 
whole premises. Team explained the  
developments happened in the home.  
 
Mr. Michael also interacted with the home 
children and inquired about their education and 
trainings provided to them by the home team. 
He mingled with the children for enabling the 
students to express their views in a cordial 
environment. 
 
The home team prepared a presentation 
showing glimpses of Michael’s previous visits to 
Sannihita RBH which parallally discusses the 
developments that took place in the Sannihita 
RBH.  He was surprised and felt pleased to know 
the developments that took place during these 
years. Ms. Anuradha, Ms.Rani,  Bahadur, and 
Arunmai from Balyamitra network who 
accompanied Michael were also present during 
this presentation. 
 

Figure 43: Mr .Micheal is in between the children enjoying with them 

Figure 44:  Mr. Micheal is watching the varieties of candles prepared by the 
children 
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A valedictory meeting was arranged after the completion of craft exhibition and some of the children 

were presented with gifts for their performance. ICFAI interns and some representatives from 

Balyamitra network were also present on this occasion and with the presence of Mr. Michael and 

Ms.Vetika, children felt elated. 

Figure 45: Ms. Usha Rani with PF partners, Tukaramgate team, network members and ICFAI students during Valedictory function 

Figure 46: Renuka is rewarded with a watch as she passed 
her SSC examination. The gift was given to her through 

Mr.Michale 

Figure 47: Ramadevi was appreciated for her performance 
in 10th class final exam securing 70 percent marks by Ms. 

Rani from the NCC 
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Loes Visit 
Date: 13.10.2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Children and the home team all got ready to invite Ms. Loes who is coming from the partnership 
foundation to interact with the children to discuss about their educational status. Guardians and few 
single parents were invited to interact about their situation with Ms. Loes. Home team prepared the 
charts about the children’s details.  
 

Ms.Loes visited the home 
along with Ms.Usha Rani, 
Ms. Anuradha ,Ms.Ambika 
by 4.30pm. Everyone 
greeted them. Gayathri 
guided them for a home 
tour explaining about all 
the charts. They came to 
the children interacted with 
the KGVB, Gurukul 
Yashodha Hospital children 
and discussed their feelings 
about their educational 
status, facilities and 
enquired about their issues 
that they are facing in their 
day to day activities. 

Later she discussed with the parents about their case study, how they 
feel about their children after joining them in the home and the 
improvements they observed in their children. A special case of the one 
13-yr old girl, Renuka who is facing problems with her uncle brought to 
the discussion and Ms.Anuradha, Ms.Ambi, and Ms.Usharani explained 
the facts of the case and discussed how to solve. Sravani the RBH child 
introduced the home team to the friends from PF. 

Figure 48: Ms. Loes and Ms. Ambika  interacting with the children 

Figure 49: Ms. Loes chatting with Sirisha 
Figure 50: Ms. Usha rani is discussing the critical case of Renuka with Ms.Loes 

and other network partners 
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Mizanou Visit 

Date: 13.10.2012 
 

As Mizanou is visiting the home from Netherlands all the children and the home team got ready to 
invite her. She came with Ms. Anuradha and Ms. Arunmayee of Balyamitra network, interacted with 
the children and discussed about their case-studies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Success stories 
 
Success Story-I: Neha 
Neha has only mother as her father expired when she was very young. Her mother is a daily labourer in the 
Function hall and the child has to stay in the home alone, and the soundings are vulnerable and abusive.  
 
This is the reason why Neha is staying in our RBH. Neha’s mother came to home to take the girl for 2 days. But 
she refused to bring the child back. Team did not find her in her original place. After a local enquiry the team 
found the wheabouts of the girl. But we found that the girl is in the Mehboobnagar. The team went to 
Mehboobnagar to bring the girl because Neha took help of her neighbours to call the team and she told them 
that she cannot take the torture and wants to come back to home.  
 

Success Story-II: Manisha 
Manisha(11 yrs.): She has only mother works as a daily worker migrated from Mahaboobnagar. She went with 
mother to celebrate Dasara holidays. As the school reopened, we followed up for her return, but no response. 
We enquired with the neighbours who said that the family went back to Mahaboobnagar along with the girl. 
 
One day she called up to the home manager and told to take her back to the home and gave the address. The 
team decided to get the girl back. So, Sowjanya(home manager) went to the place and enquired with the 
neighbours about her mother they explained that she used to force the girl to work along with her and if she 
refuses she used to beat the girl and her grandmother is taking care of the girl. Finally one day, her mother 
and grandmother left the girl and went away. 
 
The girl suffered a lot for food to eat and occasionally some neighbours use to take of the girl and gave 
shelter sometimes. At last she decided to call home to take her back as she cannot stay anymore at that place. 
She doesn’t want to go with her mother even if she returns for her. 
 

Home Manager Sowjanya brought the girl back to home and now she is happy. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 51: Ms. Mizanou interacting with the children Figure 52: Malliswari explaining her case study with Ms. 
Mizanou and others listening attentively 
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GALLERY 
The cluster of events the Sannihita Homes organised promoted in various regional popular dailies. Few 

glimpses of these news articles are displayed in this gallery 
 

Children’s day celebration at home with dignatories from 
various sections of society – police, politicians, Voluntary 
organisations - visiting home to deliver their message to 

the children   

Children’s day Celebration at Home – Message 
delivered by Inspector General of Police to the children 
with dignatories from different sections participating in 

the program 

News item praising the efforts of children in craft designing and 
their performances during the closing ceremony of the exibition  

The efforts of Sannihita towards enriching the lives of children through 
vocational training – news item on summer camp eexhibition 

Campaign against the noisy crackers – rally by Sannihita homes received 
appreciation from key sections of the media News item from a leading daily on rally against crackers 


